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I left behind my known world, seeking the mystery of life. 
In my journey I hoped to find where the masks still dance. 

Chris Rainer (2019: 11)

WILD BEAST

The inspiration for this Creative Project snuck up on me quite unexpectedly - rather like a 

wild beast in the forest creeps up on its unsuspecting prey. I’ve never thought much about 

masks before - other than being slightly alarmed by them as a child - so the unprecedented 

notion of doing a whole project on them took me by surprise. Or rather, having crept up 

on me, the idea grabbed me by the shoulders, consumed me whole, spat me back out and 

gave me a vigorous shake for good measure - metaphorically speaking, of course. 

Robert Romanyshyn writes often in The Wounded Researcher of being ‘claimed’ by research 

(2013a: 14, 59 and 62). He explains this eloquently in an earlier paper of the same name: 

In the same way that love has one before one has it, an idea, whose range might extend 
from mild curiosity to passionate interest, takes hold of a researcher before the researcher 
takes hold of it. …. To be addressed by a work is to be called into it and to be called into a 
work is to be claimed by it, as one is claimed by a dream or even claimed by one’s 
thoughts. (2006: 40).
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In July of 2019 whilst on an Astrodrama  retreat in Somerset, my Creative Project grasped 1

me tightly and refused to let go. Similar to some adaptations of psychodrama, we enrobed 

ourselves in costume which represented the planet we were to embody and the ways in 

which its energies manifested in a querent’s natal chart, and carried out unrehearsed 

intuitive role-plays; these costumes, of course, included masks. The pivotal moment was 

when it came my turn to become Mercury. As a group, we had been embodying planets 

and ‘performing’ charts all week, and by good chance I had avoided Mercury so far; 

something about its mischievous, outspoken and volatile nature made me feel 

uncomfortable. I even felt silly adorning the bright, jester-like costume. 

That is, until I donned the accompanying mask and looked in the mirror. 

Without explanation, I was gone; what stood before me was not me, but the incarnation of 

Mercury. With the simple addition of the mask, my embarrassment evaporated; something 

significant inside my being had shifted, and it seemed like space had been made within 

me to accommodate something more than my own consciousness. It is thought that 

humankind have been crafting and wearing masks for close to 40,000 years, with the 

intention of transfiguring themselves into gods, animals and other spiritual entities 

(Leizrowice, 2018), and suddenly I understood why. They are more than just costume - 

they are a hallowed tool of commune with deities and daimons . 2

For me, this is evident in how masks still have the ability to make even the rational, 

modern human feel involuntarily disquieted. Travel writer Pico Iyer writes of an owl mask 

he carried home from Bali: 

As soon as I got back to my studio apartment, I pulled out my treasure and set it on the 
wall. Almost instantly I could feel a presence so intense, so foreign and beyond my control, 

 Astrodrama is the “theatrical presentation of astrological principles”, modelled after psychiatrist Jacob Levy Moreno’s 1

method of psychodrama (Jawer, 2003). Embodying the planets in another’s natal chart permits the planetary archetypes 
of the chart to commune with each other in a way that the chart’s owner can physically experience and interact with, and 
thus draw deeper meaning from.

 Daimons may alternatively be referred to as gods, spirits, angels or muses in various spiritual traditions; they are 2

normally considered to be an intelligent and autonomous ‘other’, although may also be “understood as an aspect of the 
human imagination or ‘unconscious’ in a Jungian sense” (Voss and Rowlandson, 2013: 1). 
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that I had to turn the lights on, race across my apartment and pull the thing down, stashing 
it where I’d never have to see it. It wasn’t just a mask, let alone a thing for kids. It carried a 
whole universe, a swarm of roiling forces, within. I really couldn’t tell if the spell it cast was 
happy or malign - or … a constant agitated contest between the two. All I did know was 
that it belonged to the realm of the spirit, the world of transformation, and gave off too 
much of an elemental jolt for a small boxed flat in a city of high-rises. (2018: 16)

Even when not being worn, the transformative power of masks is disturbing. Iyer later 

adds: “It’s hardly a surprise, then, that in most cultures, shamans and priests are wary of 

putting on masks; they’d be happy to leave them alone much of the time, as I was with my 

owl. A mask is a hand-grenade, and to pick one up - as to utter a sacred name - is to raise 

the stakes” (2018: 17). 

When I eventually left the Astrodrama retreat I felt both enthralled and unsettled. I knew 

that this ‘power of the mask’ was something profound that I needed to honour. In 

Romanyshyn’s words, I had been ‘claimed’. The wild beast of research had clung to me, 

and I clung right back.

My own background in studying Celtic animal folklore and symbolism meant my desire 

quickly became to craft a set of creature masks, with the intention of spending some time 

working with them in a way that would allow the daimons of the animals to have a voice - 

just as our Astrodrama planets had. I wanted my beasts to have an input into how they 

would finally look, and to find a way to listen to whatever it was they had to say. 

Most of all, though, I wished to craft something that inherited the ability of the mask to 

balance us precariously on the thin line that divides fear and curiosity - and in order to do 

this, I felt they would have to reach beyond the literal and into the symbolic. If a thing is 

symbolic, it holds meaning, and Carl Jung tells us that symbolic meaning often hints at 

some other underlying reality (1921/1976). Fear of the unknown is a cliché, but 

nevertheless it is perhaps the lingering thought of this primitive, undisclosed space of 

unseen existence that makes us feel such trepidation in the face of a mask. 
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HIEROPHANT

By both nature and profession I am an artist. I work intuitively, and so the idea of trying to 

box my creations into an academic framework initially seemed not only challenging, but 

distasteful. Surely if I backed my creatures into such an enclosure, I lost the freedom to do 

as I pleased with them - or perhaps, utilising Romanyshyn’s metaphor, to allow them to do 

as they pleased with me? Would I not have to keep them anchored on a short rein, lest 

they become too feral to have any sort of academic merit? And didn’t that defeat the point 

of allowing them to become what they needed to be? I wrestled with this for some time, 

until eventually I was forced to concede - in overthinking it, I was quickly going nowhere.

Once I began crafting however, Marie Angelo’s writings on Inviting the Image to Teach kept 

wriggling into my thoughts. Angelo proposes a method of imaginal inquiry, in which she 

invites us to consider image not as an inanimate thing, but as “a living presence, entering 

its mythos and cosmos (narrative time and ordered space) and learning of it through 

participating in it” (2005: 13).  She adds: “if we allow the image to teach, to educate the 

eye, then we are gradually led to its heart” (2005: 20). She translates this concept neatly 

into a story-space, and writes: 

Imagine, if you will, that you are invited to a rather special gathering where there will be 
visitors from foreign lands, ambassadors from the far-regions who have a long ancestry, 
fabulous costumes and intricate, sophisticated culture. To meet with one of these visitors, 
an elder or great teacher, is a special occasion, one of colour, vitality, opportunity. They 
speak the oldest, most vital of languages, a language that has inherent power to connect us 
with the animate and animating world.  (2005: 17-18)

James Hillman tells us that the word anima derives from the Latin word for ‘soul’ (1997: 

142); thus connecting with ‘the animate and animated world’ suggests connection with an 

en-souled world. It makes sense that such a language is not one of words or numbers, but 

rather an unspoken one - a language of image. Perhaps the unseen is only truly knowable 

through the unsaid? 
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Thus we can never hope to understand this language in the mindset of modern academia, 

in which “matter is meaningless stuff, and ourselves isolated egos shut up inside our skin” 

(Angelo, 2005: 21). The key to imaginal inquiry lies in its name - imagination. 

Angela Voss speaks of ‘a methodology of the imagination’ in which imagination can 

become the “basis for the symbolic interpretation of texts and images in an academic 

context”. It thus becomes a tool of inquiry with which we can “honour, and speak from, 

this meeting place of literal and spiritual realities” (Voss, 2009: 1), which Henry Corbin 

tells us is as “ontologically as real as the world of the senses and that of the intellect”(1972: 

5). To understand what he means, we must distinguish ‘imagination’ from ‘fantasy’, for we 

often use these words interchangeably. Jung maintains: “a fantasy is more or less your own 

invention and remains on the surface of personal things and conscious expectations. But 

active imagination, as the term denotes, means that the images have a life of their own and 

… develop according to their own logic” (1973: 8020).

Gary Lachman has written extensively on imagination, and offers us the following 

elaboration: 

Imagination … is ‘the ability to grasp realities that are not immediately present’. Not an 
escape from reality, or a substitute for it, but a deeper engagement with it. …. It shows us 
aspects and dimensions of reality that we would miss without it. (2018: 31)

As we have seen, masks seem at home in this unquantifiable space which lies between the 

tangible and the invisible, the literal and the symbolic, the known and the unknown. We, 

on the other hand, are floundering and lost in these seas, unless we employ the faculty of 

imagination to help us navigate them. In this way, the masks would become my guides - 

or dare I say, my hierophants - leading me across these uncharted waters, from the world 

of the mundane into the world of the ensouled. Angelo chose to work with the Splendor 

Solis for this very reason: “because it is an elder, and because it is alive, a ‘living power’ 

with transformative abilities” (2015: 16), and this is what masks quickly became for me. 

My masks are my living images, and I invite them to teach. 
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CREATION

Photographer Chris Rainier has travelled the world documenting masks and studying 

their use, and describes “the powerful force [masks play] in creating the relationships that 

[communities have] with the larger world, the land, the animals, and the night sky” (2019: 

19). My own spiritual studies in Celtic Druidry mean that for me connection with this 

‘larger world’ of nature is achieved through connection with the four elements, and so I 

chose to create four animals, each handpicked from Celtic tradition.

For Earth, I chose the noble Stag; for Air, the fearless Raven; for Fire, the elegant Fox, and 

for Water, the elusive Salmon. 
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As a way of grounding my ideas, I began collecting images from the far reaches of the 

internet for each animal, and contemplated them as I collaged them together (see Figure 1, 

previous page). Jung tells us that symbols can have multiple meanings, and that these 

meanings are often emotionally-loaded and unique to the individual (1921/1976). I tried to 

convey what these animals meant to me symbolically through the images I chose.

I then sat with my collages and sketched rough concept drawings to wrap my mind 

around the angles and contours of their unfamiliar non-human faces. I had sourced four 

pre-made mask bases  from a local craft supplier, so I used photos of these as templates for 3

my earliest drawings. Then, I traced my scribbles onto fresh paper and added more detail 

(see Figures 2.1 and 2.2).

 I had thought about making the bases myself, but due to limitations on my time and the necessity for a sturdy 3

foundation to build my creatures upon, sadly this wasn’t possible.
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Once faced with my drawings, I realised that whilst the masks were intended to stretch 

beyond the physical and the literal, there was no avoiding the need for practicality. I 

wanted them to be wearable - real tools of transfiguration, not just ornaments or ‘fakes’ - 

and therefore they needed to be both lightweight but robust. I explored the most viable 

ways of achieving this, and finally decided to ‘sculpt’ my faces using newspaper, and ‘seal’ 

them with a hard shell of papier-mâché . Where necessary, I also built wire skeletons and 4

cardboard templates upon the bases as reinforcement. 

 “The origin of papier-mâché is at least as ancient as the invention of paper itself. Paper was developed in China during 4

the Han Dynasty, c. 202 B.C. - 220 A.D., and … the earliest use of paper to make three-dimensional objects occurred 
there“ (van der Reyden and Williams, no date). The original French name translates as ‘masticated paper’, but over the 
centuries various techniques have been developed, from literally chewing up paper to the modern day use of adhesives 
(ibid.). I confess I opted for the common present-day combination of shredded newspaper and PVA glue. 
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Figure 2.2: Concept drawings - Fox (top) and Salmon (bottom). 
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In these early stages, I noticed evident ‘squabbling' between my literal mindset and my 

symbolic one. The latter half of me which wanted to allow the images to ‘teach’ was at 

odds with the former, which wanted to know what it was doing in advance so that it could 

plan and ensure it had all the materials it needed.

This inner conflict can best be explained by the divided brain theory of neuroscientist Iain 

McGilchrist. He explains: “there are two fundamentally different ‘versions’ [of reality] 

delivered to us by the two hemispheres, both of which can have a ring of authenticity 

about them, and both of which are hugely valuable; but ... they stand in opposition to one 

another” (2009: 5). It thus becomes difficult to reconcile the symbolic with the literal. I 

reflected that it was like sitting with two stubborn children who refused to cooperate, even 

though both were aiming for the same outcome. If we use McGilchrist’s model, my left 

hemisphere was arguing in favour of planning and practicality, whilst my right was 

studiously trying to ignore it and work intuitively, ‘listening’ to the masks and allowing 

them to ‘become’ without interference from my ego. 
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Figure 3: Masks post papier-mâché, ready for paint and embellishments.
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As the creative process continued however, I became more adept at 'turning down the 

volume’ on my left brain, allowing it to intervene only when its practical expertise was 

required for structurally awkward tasks, such as how to secure certain embellishments like 

Raven’s beak or Stag’s horns. Once I learnt to do this, the voices of the masks began to 

speak. As Angelo says in an essay entitled Imaginal Inquiry: Meetings with the Imaginative 

Intelligence: “When we allow daimons to be re-animated in our lives their voices are heard 

once more in our thoughts” (2013: 362). 

Angelo’s imaginal inquiry shares similarities with intuitive inquiry as written about by 

Rosemarie Anderson, for it requires us to work intuitively with our imaginations. 

Anderson tells us:

Intuitive inquiry advocates expanded states of intuitive awareness, including but not 
limited to various altered states of consciousness, active dreaming and dream incubation, 
mystical vision and audition, intentional imaging, kinaesthetic and somatic awareness, and 
states of consciousness more typically associated with the artistic process than with science. 
(1998: 76)

There were several moments during the creation of the masks in which I knew I had 

entered an altered state of consciousness; I dropped into various states of reverie, and on 

more than one occasion I had ideas that felt more like they had come from the masks than 

from my own mind. Unfortunately, the constraints of this essay mean I am unable to go 

into each occurrence in detail, so I have chosen instead to dedicate the final section of this 

paper to Stag, with whom I continued working after creation was complete. This decision 

was not made lightly, but was taken because I felt Stag’s daimon needed to be 

acknowledged in a way that was not possible without offering him centre stage on this 

occasion. 

For those who are interested, a brief synopsis of my experiences with Raven, Fox and 

Salmon is included in the appendices.
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STAG

Stag is a patchwork, rustic looking 

creature. Underneath his pelt he is 

sculpted from newspaper and papier-

mâché, like all my masks, but beyond this 

each face begins to differ. His fur has been 

assembled from cut up scraps of fabric I 

chose for him, and his ears are sewn 

together with remnants of hemp chord I 

found in my craft box, and which I’m sure 

I heard him say would be suitable. The 

skin of his nose and eyes is another 

jumble of offcuts from some black 

imitation leather, painted over with some 

iridescent medium. I darkened the fabric 

around his eyes with chalk pastel dust, 

and crafted him a talisman of Raven’s  5

feathers which hangs from his antlers. 

Stag’s antlers are perhaps his pièce de résistance, for they are nothing less than real roebuck 

antlers - with the frontal bone of the skull on show - sourced from combing a local 

antiques centre. Rainier tells stories of indigenous tribes who, to this day, “[combine] the 

jungle’s bird feathers, sticks, vines, shells, and mud to create an endless variety of mythical 

beings that evoked the spirits of the forest” (2019: 19). I would have loved to have crafted 

every one of my masks from raw natural materials, but on this occasion I did not feel 

confident sourcing, treating and working with real animal hides, pelts and other such 

components. Nevertheless, I desperately wanted Stag’s antlers to be the genuine article. 

 These feathers are in truth dyed cockerel feathers, but from the same collection that I used to create the raven mask, and 5

so symbolically they came to mean Raven, not cockerel.
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Figure 4: Stag mask
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This seemed crucially important, although it wasn’t until much later that I would come to 

realise why.

In truth, throughout the creative process Stag was the ‘quietest’ daimon of my four, if 

daimons can be said to have characters. Angelo implies that they most certainly do: “some 

quiet and helpful, others noisy and challenging, some ephemeral, others to fall in love 

with for a lifetime” (2013: 362). She adds: “invoking these daimons into our language is a 

‘person-ifying’ mode of consciousness, switching us from objects to subjects, from ‘things’ 

to relations” (Ibid.). I wondered if the reason I couldn’t hear Stag was because, of the four, 

he was the one to conform most closely to my original drawings - my plans. Was he a 

creation born too much of my left-brain, so much so that my right brain couldn’t hear his 

voice? 

Curious, I sat down with him in my art studio at home. I recalled an active imagination  

exercise we had done previously on the MA, which involved sitting with images in 

Canterbury Cathedral and inviting them to speak with us - ‘participating’ with them as 

Angelo says, through drawing, writing, poetry, or perhaps just quiet meditation. I 

intended to draw Stag, but instead found myself conducting an entire conversation with 

him, my write-up of which can be found in Appendix 1. This took the form of a 

transference dialogue as described by Romanyshyn (2013b: 322-324). Much like Angelo, 

Romanyshyn proposes setting a ‘ritual space of reverie’ in which “a researcher can engage 

the creative aspects of the unconscious in order to play with the possibilities in the work 

that lie beyond his or her ideas about and/or intentions for the work” (Ibid., 322). 

Romanyshyn instructs: 

It is important to note here that throughout this process researchers are on the edge 
between the conscious ego mind and the unconscious processes of the psyche. On this 
edge, researchers not only have to adopt a symbolic attitude for the figures of psyche that 
are neither things nor thoughts, but they also have to be open to the possible autonomous 
reality of these figures… While a researcher chooses the level at which he or she engages 
the unconscious, he or she has to remain open to and hospitable toward whatever or 
whomever takes up the invitation. A researcher begins the process but does not control it. 
The capacity to be surprised is essential if the grip of the ego mind is to be loosened. (Ibid., 
323)
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Indeed, in hindsight, whilst I cannot rationally declare that Stag’s words did not come 

from the depths of my own mind, I was undeniably surprised by what was given to me, 

and I felt deeply moved by the experience. 

Stag’s sentiment was that he was no longer respected, and so he had turned his back on 

the so-called civilised world. It wasn’t just that we no longer paid attention to the voices of 

the animals, but that because we had not listened for so long, they had stopped trying to 

be heard. It is suggested in this paper that we have long become unaccustomed to 

symbolic and imaginal thinking, and I wonder in part if the symbols have given up on us; 

the animals have turned away from us and walked back into the forest, leaving us with a 

sense of disconnect, and it is we who have to find our way back to them. It was a painful 

realisation, and one that perhaps goes hand in hand with the recognition of the 

environmental and climate crises we currently find ourselves in too. In the course of the 

dialogue, Stag’s antlers had become his crown - a crown that was robbed from him. He felt 

betrayed, and - rightly it seems - did not wish to help. When he eventually agreed, his 

warning to those of us who were willing to listen was this: 

Keep me with you if you must. But promise me that you will carry me with honour and 
with dignity. Do not be embarrassed if others frown at my crown of horns, or grow 
frustrated when they do not understand. My raggedy face may frighten them - those who 
aren’t yet ready to be reclaimed by the wild - but ask them to sit with me all the same. You 
cannot preach to them the error of their ways; they must come to understand it on their 
own.
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DANCE

Throughout this essay, I have spoken of masks as being tools of transformation and 

connection with the beyond-human world. My investigations began as a fascination with 

the role of masks in psychologically transfiguring us into someone - or something - else, 

but during the course of the project my focus shifted to creating and considering masks as 

images. As we have seen, masks seem to have the ability to affect our psyches with or 

without being worn, so I do not believe this undermines them. Rather, it offers another 

way of understanding and learning from them, which can add to their power as our 

teachers - our hierophants. I may have built masks, but I feel as if I have begun to build 

tentative bridges between worlds. I hope desperately that I have achieved my goal of 

creating something that inherited the ability of the mask to balance us precariously on the thin line 

that divides fear and curiosity - but this is perhaps at the discretion of the viewer.

I opened with this quote from the photographer Chris Rainier: “I left behind my known 

world, seeking the mystery of life. In my journey I hoped to find where the masks still 

dance” (2019: 11). My journey was an internal one into the symbolic and the psyche, and I 

believe I have found that the masks do still ‘dance’ - if only we would attend the show. 

Participating in imaginal inquiry demands we enter an entirely different order of reality to 

traditional research, and it is unfamiliar territory for most of us. As Hillman says, “the 

psyche is not unconscious. We are…” (1983: 53). Anderson laments:

Rich experiences such as human love, imagination, intuition, and extraordinary experiences 
- such as those occurring in altered states of consciousness and mystical experiences - seem 
outside the purview of respectable psychological investigations. …. Instead, [they] seem 
more the speciality of the poets, novelists and playwrights who bring meaning and 
significance to their works through the language tools of metaphor, story, tall tales, legends, 
and drama” (1998: 70). 

I find myself thinking of Stag’s words, when he anticipates that people will not 

understand - not just our betrayal of him, but the journey of this alternative road to 

knowing, and his caution that the important messages he can offer are ones they must 

meet on their own terms. Consequently, I have since had the idea of crafting Stag’s story 
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into an illustrated novel - something accessible, vivid and magical that might lead people 

on their own imaginal journeys of transformation. I feel driven to carry his wisdom out 

into the world, in the hope it might contribute to humanity's slow journey into 

reconnection with him, with symbol and imaginal reality, and with the beyond-human 

world. 

The degree of success of imaginal research is evidenced by how it affects “our own 

particular mythic tale” (Angelo, 2013: 371), and this project has shown itself to be the start 

of a larger imaginal adventure. I have only begun to scratch the surface of imaginal 

engagements with the masks I have created, and there is still much to do - dialogues and 

transfiguration, stories and revelations, perhaps even workshops and rituals. My mythic 

story has indeed been altered by my encounters with these beasts. 

I am fascinated by the hold that masks have kept over us for so many thousands of years, 

and I wish to carry this project forward into further academic work. With that in mind, I  

will leave you to ponder this final curious thought about the transformative power of the 

mask: 

That freedom works both ways. It always has. Although it takes many forms, the liberating 
effect of masks is part of our world, manipulated for good or evil. The question is: do 
masks make us into someone else, or do they make us more ourselves? (Leizrowice, 2018)

A transformation, then, or a homecoming?

Total word count without references and appendices: 4,513
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Figure 5.1: (clockwise from top left) Stag, Raven, Fox, Salmon.

Figure 5.2: (clockwise from top left) Stag, Raven, Fox, Salmon.
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APPENDIX 1 - STAG’S TRANSFERENCE DIALOGUE

Stag has been silent this whole time. Is he not speaking to me? Or am I not listening? I sit 
him down, propping him up on the table in front of me, and settle with a cup of tea in my 
armchair. 

I find writing tangled poetry, prose, thoughts about what I see and feel slips me easily into 
the space I need to be in to commune with imaginal beings. I begin:

“I see the great Stag. 
He sits before me, motionless. 
He says not a word. 
His ears hang low; he seems tired.
He watches me.

His mottled fur; his patchwork face;
His dark eyes; his proud horns
A testament to the majesty that once was.
How did he end up mounted upon an unworthy hunter’s wall? 
Fleshless, heartless, lifeless.”

It in in this moment that my heart starts to race. I notice I am frowning. My change in 
demeanour signals to me that I am no longer sitting alone; the daemon of the Stag has 
settled in the room. I was intending to sit receptively and draw him, but my pen begins 
racing across my page, and I find I am speaking out loud. 

“How did you end up here, oh Stag?” I ask him quietly. 

“You know how,” he says shortly. “Do you really need my affirmation?” 

“I want to hear you say it,” I respond. 

“Why?”

I think for a moment. Why indeed? “Because it will be good for you,” I realise aloud. “And 
because we need to hear it too.” By we, I mean humans. 

He says nothing.

“How did you end up on someone’s wall?” I ask again. 

“Humankind,” Stag says simply; matter-of-factly. “They grow too large too fast, like 
weeds. They do not understand the power they wield, much less what to do with it. They 
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do not understand that to be king is to be humble; to be great is to be kind.” He pauses. 
“No kindness was shown to me.” Bitterness. 

“I sense your resentment…” I venture. 

“…Yes.” 

Regret sits heavy in my heart. “I’m sorry.” It doesn’t seem enough. 

He puts my feelings into words. “Sorry does not bring back the life that I lost.”

“You didn’t lose it,” I say without thinking. “It was stolen… like your crown.” 

“Yes.” He seems a creature of few words, lest I pry them out of him. 

“It’s a beautiful crown,” I offer, admiring his antlers. 

He is quiet for a moment, then slowly: “Thank you, for giving it back to me.”

“It was a pleasure.” It was not mine to keep. 

“But re-situating it upon my head does not restore my power, nor the balance of the 
world,” he warns. 

“No, I know that,” I reply. “It’s why I ask you to teach; to speak with me.”

Nothing.

“So that we might learn from you,” I add, hopefully. Please don’t leave yet. 

The energy in the room seems to ripple, as if he is shifting in his seat upon my table. He 
finally speaks: “I am old; I am tired. I was king once, as were my kin. Our crowns have 
been mounted upon your walls, our hearts bled out and our souls betrayed. The other 
animals do not treat us such.” I know he is right; humans are despicable. “Even the mighty 
Raven of the skies honours me above himself, for he has not lived as long as I have lived, 
nor seen what I have seen.” He is wearing a talisman of Raven’s feathers.

I am speechless at his unexpected, although not violent, outburst. “I don’t know what to 
say.”

He has receded into silence again. 

“I’m embarrassed,” I finally confess. 

“Do not be,” he says bluntly, though not unkindly. “It will not help… you nor me.” 
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“What should I do?” I feel a quiet desperation building in my chest. I am lost. 

“You can take me back to the forest; return me to the earth. Lay me to rest.” 

Images flash through my head then, of dismantling the mask I have made for him, of 
carrying the antlers up into the woods, of seeking out a suitable burial site, perhaps having 
a small funerary rite. I realise I am scowling again; why am I so opposed to his suggestion? 
Am I just being selfish? Or is it something more? I feel disrespectful, knowing I am about 
to ignore his wishes. I scrabble in my mind for justification. 

“But if I do that,” I say carefully, “no one else will hear your story. No one else can sit with 
you like I do now.” I pause for a moment, and then I admit: “and I don’t want to let you 
go…” My heart skips nervously with my confession. 

“That’s selfish,” he snaps. “I am not here for you.”

I know he isn’t. “But you were a king once, right?” I press him. “Does a king not have a 
duty to his subjects? To lead them? To guide them home when they go astray?” 

He is pensive for a moment. “I suppose I no longer think of you (he means humans) as my 
subjects.”

“Well, you should,” I retort, feeling irritated at his submission. I know he is tired, and I 
know I should cut him some slack, but he needs to realise. “You are far wiser than we, and 
we are misguided.”

He regards me quietly from the dark depths behind his large eyes. “Perhaps,” he allows. 
“Very well. Keep me with you if you must. But promise me that you will carry me with 
honour and with dignity. Do not be embarrassed if others frown at my crown of horns, or 
grow frustrated when they do not understand.” Something has alighted within him. “My 
raggedy face may frighten them - those who aren’t yet ready to be reclaimed by the wild - 
but ask them to sit with me all the same. You cannot preach to them the error of their 
ways; they must come to understand it on their own.”

“Ok,” I say. “I think I understand… Thank you.” 

Silence meets me again. He has gone. 
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APPENDIX 2 - RAVEN

Raven is at first glance a dark and menacing creation. His beak - crafted from newspaper 
upon a wire frame - is long and severe, and he is frowning. Beads, charms and feather 
talismans adorn him, hinting at some primeval sense of importance. He wears his plumes 
like a Native American headdress - they spout from his forehead in shimmers of black and 
blue and green - and he carries an air of superiority. 

His eyes are scarred, but it was never my intention to make him so - rather, Raven spoke 
quietly to me of his wounds during his creation. I noticed early on that the papier-mâché 
shell around his eyes had dried crinkled, leaving ridges and grooves that looked uncannily 
like scar tissue. I finished him completely before finally acknowledging his wishes and 
painting them in, with glistening iridescent red. He didn’t seem whole without them.

When I think about Raven, I realise that like Stag, he has been neglected. We often place 
emphasis on the raven's association with death and evil; even the collective noun for 
ravens - an unkindness - seems rather unfair, and even I have to admit to using inspiration 
from plague doctor masks during his creation. Sinister.

We forget that the raven was once a symbol of protection and prophecy in war (see the 
mythology of Bran the Blessed for evidence of this), rather than being a bird of ill-omen. 
His scars could be seen to represent his associations with the battlefield, but they are also 
allegorical of what I have since found myself calling the ‘wounded symbolism’ of the 
raven. 
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APPENDIX 3 - FOX

Fox is vibrant, intricate and colourful. Her large ears have cardboard templates under the 
newspaper to hold them upright, and her pointed face conveys a sharpness of character. 
She wears adornments of a sunflower and its leaves, and is decorated with sparkling 
diamanté. She was the most time-consuming of my four beasts, for she is entirely hand-
painted; the base coats of colour took several days of layering and drying, and all her 
details took hours of painstaking freehand work. She is heavily influenced by venetian 
carnival masks, and the dubious but enticing essence of masquerade balls.

I have not yet had the chance to wear her or ask her daimon to speak with me outside of 
the creative process, but I find it interesting that she commanded my attention for much 
longer than the other masks. She was demanding, mercurial and puckish, and when I 
went out sourcing supplies she was the loudest voice in my head: “Ooh! A sunflower! Can 
I have one?” 

I am intrigued by others’ reactions to her. Some have viewed her as elegant and charming, 
whilst others consider her with mistrust. I am curious to sit down with her, as I did with 
Stag, open to the possibility of what might transpire between us. 
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APPENDIX 4 - SALMON

Salmon is glistening silver speckled with water drops. She holds her pectoral fins across 
her face, as if she is wearing a mask of her own. I wonder if her silence is a voluntary one, 
or not. She wears a watery veil that shimmers in the light, and beads the colours of river 
weeds and water hang from it. Hidden underneath the veil at the crown of her head sits a 
tiara of droplet-like ornaments, a subtle but poignant reminder of how she was once 
revered in our history. 

In the Arthurian legend of Culhwch and Olwen, the salmon is said to be the oldest and 
wisest animal of all, and in Druid tradition we still speak of the salmon as the Salmon of 
Wisdom or the Salmon of Knowledge. To the modern western world, however, the salmon  
is often forgotten - unless she lies upon our dinner plates. Like Stag and Raven, she is 
another example of lost symbolism - of an enchanted world that most of us no longer 
reside in. 

She is much more beautiful that I had imagined and I am pleasantly surprised, but there is 
a sadness that emanates from her. I recall putting her on and turn to my mirror, to look at 
her. I was merely checking that her veil sat correctly upon her head once stitched into 
place, but after a moment I find myself singing. At first it is a long, drawn-out note, that 
sounds like “heeee”, and I’m not sure why I am doing it. Quickly, though, it evolves: 

Hear me…
Hear me… 
She who speaks without words.
Hear me… 
Hear me speak. 
Hear me call, hear me weep. 

Unlike Stag, she still wishes to be heard. Another transference dialogue is due.
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